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The pure light in your single thought – this is the Dharmakaya Buddha within your own 

house.  The non-discriminating light in your single thought – this is the Sambhogakaya Buddha 

within your own house.  The non-differentiating light in your single thought – this is the 

Nirmanakaya Buddha within your own house.  This Threefold Body is you, listening to my 

discourse right now before my very eyes.  Only because there is no running around seeking 

outside are there such meritorious activities.

– Rinzai Roku  ch. 10

Finally today we will get to the part in the text where he speaks about the Nirmana-kaya 

Buddha.  If we have to come to some kind of conclusion about this, then we can say that the 

activity which brings the whole universe into being actually does three different activities.

As I’ve been speaking about up until now, we call this activity which forms the cosmos, 

the activity of dharma.  Of course, we then must ask, “Who is it that is saying things like this?”  

Enlightened people, as a temporary way of teaching, as an expedient means, they sometimes say 

that the activity of dharma when it acts, it acts in a way in which it then makes a new body of 

dharma.

If you’re a person who has grown up learning about religion, who is a person of religion, 

then it’s okay, I suppose, to call this dharma activity God.  But in Buddhism, we don’t use the 

word God.  We use the word, dharma-kaya.  The dharma is the activity which forms the cosmos.

Inevitably, this dharma activity will manifest a new, we could call it a new great universe.

When this new great universe, when this new body of dharma is formed, the activity doesn’t stop

for a moment.  Again, it forms even a newer body of dharma.  It also doesn’t stop there.  It 

moves forward to manifest yet another new great cosmos.

Finally, this dharma activity will arrive at the condition where it doesn’t need to do the 

dharma activity any more.  It doesn’t need to make a new body of the dharma any more.  The 



activity of the dharma will inevitably reach a limit, the limit of the body of the dharma.  This is 

the definition given by Nyorai Zen.  This last body of dharma which is manifest by the activity of

the dharma is called, because there are no worlds of dharma after it, it is called the great cosmos.

If you are attached to yourself and you hear this talk, at this point, probably lots of doubts

and questions will come up for you.  For instance, you might think, “Although you say the great 

cosmos, must it not have an outside?  Although we talk about space, doesn’t space have 

something outside of it?”  If you’ve been sitting zazen with someone who isn’t a real zen master, 

then that’s the kind of questions that will come up for you.  Because there is no universe, there is 

no cosmos separate from the activity of dharma.

When we talk about the origin, or the source, what this origin or source is, is this great 

dharma, this great cosmos, shrunken down, contracted down.  When we talk about the 

manifestation of the great cosmos, this is a manifestation where the activity of expanding, the 

activity of going forward doesn’t need to be done any more, and so the activity rests.

When we ask, what makes up, what forms the dharma activity itself, the answer is, it’s 

the plus activity and the minus activity, the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  These are the 

activities which make up the content of the dharma activity.

In the case where the dharma activity manifests the ultimate large condition, the ultimate 

expanse, this expanding activity, we can also call it the activity of existing, or the activity of 

living; this activity takes the lead, and its opposite activity, the minus activity, follows it and 

helps it along the way, so they both, together manifest the condition of ultimate large.

For example, if you’re climbing a mountain, it’s the plus activity which takes the lead in 

the climbing of the mountain.  The reason one gets tired when they’re climbing a mountain, is 

because, while the plus activity is climbing up, the minus activity is pulling from the bottom, and

saying, “Don’t go up that mountain.  Stay here.”  So, that’s what makes you tired.

This is the condition in which plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, are doing the 

activity of separation, and manifesting the condition of separation.  But this condition of 

opposition doesn’t remain.  Inevitably, the minus activity will follow the plus activity, and in that

following, plus and minus will become unified.  This unification of plus and minus is what we 

call the condition of resting.

It isn’t the case that you are climbing the mountain alone.  Inevitably, the minus activity 

is climbing the mountain with you.  After resting, the plus activity is refreshed, and continues 



climbing the mountain.  But then again, minus is pulling plus from the back, and so plus again 

gets tired.  Not wanting her husband to get too far away from her, the wife, however, inevitably 

will follow the husband up the mountain.  Without really putting this kind of principle into 

practice, then it isn’t real zen practice yet.

The plus self, inevitably, will receive help from the minus self.  Without receiving this 

help, without manifesting this condition of being helped by the minus activity, then a new 

condition will not appear.  This is what Buddhism teaches.  If the husband is just working all by 

himself, without getting any help from the wife, then it becomes a really cold kind of way of 

living.  Doing this kind of activity, finally the summit of the mountain is reached.  When the 

summit is reached, you have arrived at the summit together with your wife.

It’s Buddhism which teaches that this thing called the self has both plus and minus, both 

man and woman as its content.  In Zen, you must inevitably manifest the wisdom which clearly 

understands that a man cannot exist without the help of woman; a woman can’t exist without the 

help of man.  But attaching to your “I am” self, human beings can’t seem to be able to grasp this 

principle at all.

Democracy, as a way of thinking, is not a bad thing.  But who is it that puts democracy 

into practice?  Of course, it’s the self, and, forgetting that this self has both man and woman as its

content, then true democracy cannot come into being.

The arrival at the summit of the mountain is what we call the manifestation of the 

complete activity of dharma.  This is the condition where plus and minus together have 

manifested unification.  It’s not necessary any more to do the activity of climbing, or the activity 

of hiking.

Because the dharma activity is composed of two opposing forces, two opposing 

functions, inevitably it will reach a limit.  It’s the complete manifestation of the dharma activity, 

when plus becomes minus, and minus becomes plus.  This is the condition of one true nature.  If 

you are a person who believes in religion, then you can call it one God.  This is a fine way of 

expressing it.  But, is it possible to stay, to tarry, to fixate in this condition of one God?

If you are manifesting one true nature with your husband, or with your wife, can you 

remain in this condition?  In Zen, in Buddhism, we call this condition of one true nature, 

samadhi.  We call this condition of samadhi, the samadhi where it isn’t necessary to recognize 

the self or anything other than the self.  It isn’t necessary to recognize man or woman.  But it 



isn’t the case that there isn’t any activity at all going on here.  It is acting.

The activity that is going on is the activity of the cycling, the repetition of at once facing 

one another, and then becoming one.  The husband faces the wife and immediately, he enters the 

wife’s world, over and over again.  The facing of husband and wife becomes unification, and the 

unification then becomes facing, over and over again.  This is the world which is not the material

world.  This is the world which we can call the spiritual world.  The condition of this spiritual 

world is the condition where the self has disappeared.

In the cases where you do have an “I am,” then of course, at the same time, that which is 

not you also appears.  When you say, “You,” then, at that moment, the “I am” self appears.  The 

spiritual world is acting completely without will.  This is the world of the origin, or the world of 

the source.  Because it is acting will-lessly, that is why we call it the spiritual world.

Another way that we teach about this is to say that the spiritual world is the manifestation

of the activity of true love.  Everyone says we aren’t able to exist without love, but how do you 

understand love?  The way we define love, is this activity that has no consciousness, this activity 

where the “I am” self is not present, where plus is melting into minus, and minus is melting into 

plus.

Although this is a little bit off the track, it will come up later anyway.  In the human 

world, one must have a very strong will, and manifest love with that strong will.  If you’re able 

to do that, then the enjoyment of true love will be something beyond your imagination.  But 

since that really is later on in the talk, I won’t talk about it any more now.

The dharma activity is the activity which, one after the next, makes a new, and a new 

condition of true love.  So it goes without saying that this ultimate large condition is also the 

condition of the ultimate large manifestation of true love.  This is where the plus activity can 

completely rest.  But plus cannot rest for long, because now the minus activity wakes up and 

takes the lead, and the plus activity must help the minus activity achieve her goal.

This time, the minus activity takes the lead, and the plus activity, following, eventually 

manifests the condition of ultimate small, the condition of the origin.  This is the condition that, 

Buddhism teaches, inevitably will occur, when the plus activity, the activity of man, must obey, 

must follow the minus activity in order to help.

One after the next, smaller and smaller worlds of the dharma appear, through the minus 

activity taking the lead and the plus activity freely following the minus activity, until finally the 



ultimate small is reached.  When minus arrives at this ultimate small, then she is able to rest.  We

can call the minus activity the activity of dying.  At this point of the ultimate small, the ultimate 

contraction, the activity of dying is no longer necessary.

What you have to clearly grasp is this principle, this philosophic road we might call it, 

that at one point, the activity of dying no longer needs to be done, and one rests.  Everyone fears 

and hates death, but in Buddhism, we don’t look at it like that.  We look at the activity of dying 

as an activity which always exists.

I’ve been looking around at different Zazen-kai, at different religions, but I don’t seem to 

be able to see other teachings which teach that this self which no longer needs to do the activity 

of dying will inevitably arise.  So here, at Bodhi Manda Zen Center, you who are practicing here,

please manifest the wisdom which clearly grasps this self which no longer needs to do the 

activity of dying.

It goes without saying that this self which rests here is also manifesting the condition of 

true love.  The minus self is manifesting true love together with the plus self.  I am living in the 

world of love together with you.  That’s when you finally will grasp this.

When this wisdom comes up, then immediately the minus activity rests, but the plus 

activity stands up, and using this smallest point as its foundation, it takes this smallest point, and 

expands the smallest point out again.  This plus activity, it goes without saying we can call it the 

activity of living, and as I said before, the activity of living manifests a new dharma world, one 

after the next, until finally it reaches the absolute maximum.

The manifestation of true love is the manifestation where both living and dying no longer

need to be done.  There is no activity superior to the activity of true love.  This is because the 

activity of true love transcends both the activity of plus and minus, both the activities of living 

and dying.  Zen practice is manifesting the wisdom which clearly comprehends this principle.

Not understanding in the least what Zen is, and doing all sorts of haphazard things, that 

cannot be called Nyorai Zen.  So you should clearly understand that plus and minus are the 

things which make up the content of this dharma activity.

When plus and minus separate, that is when existent beings appear.  That is when the 

things that can know this dharma activity appear.  The existent things which have appeared here, 

as they grow and develop and mature, they come to be able to make an object of the dharma 

activity.  But it’s not something that you can immediately comprehend.  Even if you study for a 



year or two, it’s very difficult to really get this.

To have desire is fine.  Desire is not a bad thing, but you people seem to just manifest 

your desire here and there and everywhere, and bombard me with questions, and I don’t know 

what to do.  You have been developing your activity of consciousness, but as a human being you 

have been developing it.

When I listen to your questions, I have to think, “This is not a question of a human being.

Is it a rock’s question?  Is it a question of a grass, or a tree?  Maybe it’s a mosquito question.  

That is the kind of question of a blind person, peeing in the dark.  It’s a problem for everyone, 

having blind people peeing around like that.

If you notice that there are other things around you (here’s my baby over here – here’s a 

snake over here – here’s something else over here), you can’t just go peeing anywhere you want. 

That’s why we have bathrooms.  It’s necessary for human beings to have bathrooms.

Completely ignoring whether you’re in a restaurant or whether you’re in a bathroom, you

just haphazardly ask questions.  That’s why I call them questions of blind people peeing.  But 

people think their questions are good.  They have their desire, and of course they don’t really 

know, so they ask their questions without hesitating.  When you ask a question, you reveal your 

true, the root of your personality to me.  Although you’re a human being, when you ask questions

like this, you reveal that you are asking a mosquito-like question, so be careful what kind of 

questions you ask.

Although the self does appear, it also, inevitably will do the activity of disappearing.  The

dharma activity, inevitably will take up these existing beings and hide the existing beings within 

itself.  This is the appearance of the complete self, the self which has completely integrated itself 

within the dharma activity.

Thus-going and thus-coming, living and dying, plus and minus, have completely become 

one, and in this oneness have included all existent things.  These selves which have been hidden, 

as plus and minus, as tatha-gata and tatha-agata act, again these same selves will appear.  Do you

understand?  Even this kind of simple talk is hard to understand.

Because you’re standing on this attachment to your “I am” self, and then doing your 

study of religion or theology, there’s no possible way that you can really grasp that the complete 

self is the no-self, the self of emptiness.  But it’s not your fault.  It’s not your sin.  It’s the fault of 

education and religion.  It’s the mischief of all these mistaken religious and educational teachings



that have caused this problem for you.

I hope that you now understand the principle that this thing that we call the self, it doesn’t

really do what we usually call being born and dying, or living and dying.  It simply is doing 

appearing and being hidden.  You can’t escape from the activity of being hidden, the activity of 

dying.  But when you manifest true love, you have completely made living and dying, 

completely made appearing and disappearing your content, and are appearing as true love.  When

this wisdom comes up for you, then you will finally be someone who’s really practicing zen.

In Buddhism we call the repetitive oneness and facing of plus and minus, the activity of 

dharma.  This dharma activity inevitably manifests the body of dharma.  So, the dharma body, 

the body of dharma has plus and minus as its content.

Because you fear or hate death, that’s why you have to recognize the devil.  But the devil 

is part of you.  The devil is a being which is in your content.  So then, now you should clearly 

understand who is it that is going on and on about, oh, the dharma activity is this, the dharma 

activity is like that.

It’s the incomplete self that’s blabbering and jabbering on and on.  The incomplete self is 

the one that speaks, and says things like, “I’m lonely.  I need love.”  But when true love is 

manifest, there’s no loneliness left.  There’s no necessity to seek love.

Although, inevitably we all will manifest this complete self, this self of true love, just as 

inevitably, we will manifest the incomplete self.  When this incomplete self appears, that 

incomplete self makes an object of the condition of the origin, makes an object of God, and says,

“Oh, God, please save me.”  Everyone prays to God.  It’s fine.  “Please God, help me.”  But 

when you have appeared, the one God has disappeared.  Where did God go to?

Heaven and earth, tatha-gata and tatha-agata have separated, and you have been born here

in the present moment.  God has hidden in the worlds of past and future.  So it’s okay to say, 

“Please God help me,” but as teaching, from the standpoint of Zen, it’s really kind of a problem.  

God has split itself in two, and is hiding in the worlds of past and future.  So you can’t grasp the 

one God, the absolute God.  So without giving back to the world of God, this self cannot 

experience the world of God.  But it’s a really hard thing.

If the self completely can give itself back to past and future, or we could say, back to 

mother and father, then the self disappears.  But the self hasn’t really disappeared.  The self has 

become the world of mother and world of father, the world of past and future.  This is the 



condition where, for the first time, the self is looking upon the self.  This is the world of the 

origin.

I had some things I wanted to say, and I thought that if I didn’t say them today, I’d forget 

about them tomorrow, so I talked on and on, and the time has come to stop, so we should stop.


